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Enhanced Imagery from SoftOrbits 
with the Photo Retoucher Application

Now, everything from color shift to object removal is as simple as a tap 
and a swipe.  Importing damaged pictures for restoration is just as easy 
as capturing.  The Photo Retoucher offers advanced image analysis that 
gives users a range of expert-level editing options like image sharpen, 
noise reduction, spot remover, scratch remover, brightness and a free-
form selection feature that extracts unwanted objects from backgrounds 
without a trace.  Once photographers achieve the look they want, they can 
share their images instantly on Facebook*, Twitter* or Youtube*. 

Inspired, Bold Photos on Powerful, 2 in 1 Devices Powered 
by Intel® Core™ M Processors

Making corrections with the sophisticated features of the Photo Retoucher 
app is elegantly satisfying on this platform. Lightweight portability and 
high-performance touch screens help users define the final product.   
By eliminating the extra step of downloading images to a desktop, users 
experience the immediacy and accuracy of professional photographic 
enhancement with all the convenience of their mobile devices. 

Enabled for 2 in 1 Devices Powered by Intel® Core™ M Processors 
 
Even with the remarkable innovation of digital photography, pictures don’t always come out perfectly.  Thankfully,    
refining photos is a snap because the latest technology puts professional-grade capabilities in users’ hands.  The 
Photo Retoucher application brings powerful and intuitive tools to users worldwide with recent enablement for 2 in 1 
devices powered by Intel® Core™ M processors. 
 

Features of Photo   
Retoucher on 2 in 1 Devices 
Powered by Intel® Core™   
M Processors
  
  • Object Extraction Technology
  • Brightness Adjustment
  • Spot and Scratch Removal
  • Noise Reduction
  • Grain Tighten



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Striking Images Instantly on Sleek, Reliable 2 in 1 Devices Powered by Intel® Core™    
M Processors 

These innovative, versatile devices offer solid performance and hours of functionality to users all over the globe.  By 
downloading the Photo Retoucher application to this agile platform, users can harness quick and effective enhancing 
tools to bring their photos another level of beauty and potency.  

Photo Retoucher is available for immediate download at: 
http://photoretoucher.org


